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PUBLIC MEETING – AGENDA
Thursday, July 19, 2018 at 1:00 PM

Auditorium 40 College Street, 2nd Floor

www.tpsb.ca

1. Call to Order

2. Declarations of Interest under the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act.

3. Confirmation of the Minutes from the meeting held on June 21, 2018

Swearing-In Proceedings

4. June 29, 2018 from Ulli S. Watkiss, City of Toronto
Re: City Council Decision: Appointment to the Toronto Police Services 

Board – Councillor Frances Nunziata

Chair Andy Pringle will administer the oath of office and the oath of secrecy to 
Councillor Nunziata.

Items for Consideration

5. May 10, 2018 from Mark Saunders, Chief of Police
Re: Request for a Review of a Complaint Investigation Pertaining to 

Service Provided by the Toronto Police Service – Professional 
Standards Case Number PRS-068430

6. Access to Historical Contact Data

6.1 June 27, 2018 from the Regulated Interactions Review Panel
Re: Review of Chief’s Reports – Access to Historical Contact Data, 

First Quarter 2018 (January-March) 

6.2 May 25, 2018 from Mark Saunders, Chief of Police
Re: Access to Historical Contact Data – First Quarter 2018

(January - March)

http://www.tpsb.ca/
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90m50


7. July 4, 2018 from Andy Pringle, Chair
Re: Process for Reviewing 2019 Capital and Operating Budget Estimates

8. June 11, 2018 from Mark Saunders, Chief of Police
Re: Special Constable Appointments – July 2018

9. June 28, 2018 from Mark Saunders, Chief of Police
Re: Award for the Supply and Delivery of Genuine Ford Automotive 

Repair Parts

10. July 3, 2018 from Wendy Walberg, City Solicitor, City of Toronto
Re: Inquest into the Death of Mark Tomic Verdict and Recommendations 

of the Jury

11. July 4, 2018 from Andy Pringle, Chair
Re: City Council: Toronto Seniors Strategy Version 2.0

12. July 5, 2018 from Andy Pringle, Chair
Re: City Council: Public Works and Infrastructure Committee Item - Next 

Steps on Traffic Safety Measures

Consent Agenda

13. June 29, 2018 from PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Re: Toronto Police Services Board Special Fund – Specified Procedures

14. June 8, 2018 from Mark Saunders, Chief of Police
Re: 2017 Annual Report: University of Toronto Police – Special 

Constables



15. June 8, 2018 from Mark Saunders, Chief of Police
Re: 2017 Annual Report: Toronto Community Housing Corporation –

Special Constables

Adjournment

Next Meeting

Date: Thursday, August 23, 2018 at 1:00 PM

Members of the Toronto Police Services Board

Andy Pringle, Chair Marie Moliner, Member
Jim Hart, Councillor & Vice-Chair John Tory, Mayor & Member
Uppala Chandrasekera, Member Frances Nunziata, Councillor & Member
Ken Jeffers, Member



https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90m50 
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May 10, 2018 
 
To: Chair and Members 
 Toronto Police Services Board 
 
From: Mark Saunders 
 Chief of Police 

Subject: Request for a Review of a Complaint Investigation 
Pertaining to Service Provided by the Toronto Police 
Service – Professional Standards Case Number PRS-
068430 

 

Recommendations: 
 
It is recommended that:  
 
(1) the Toronto Police Services Board (Board) determine whether to concur with the 
decision that no further action was required with respect to the complaint; and 
 
(2) the complainant, the Independent Police Review Director and I be advised in writing 
of the disposition of the complaint, with reasons. 
 

Financial Implications: 
 
There are no financial implications relating to the recommendations contained within 
this report. 
 

Background / Purpose: 
 
The Board has received a request to review the disposition of a complaint about a policy 
of the Toronto Police Service (T.P.S.). 
 

Legislative Requirements: 
 
Section 63 of the Police Services Act (P.S.A.) directs the Chief of Police to review every 
complaint about the policies of or services provided by a municipal police force that is 
referred to him or her by the Independent Police Review Director. 
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The Chief of Police shall, within 60 days of the referral of the complaint to him or her, 
notify the complainant in writing of his or her disposition of the complaint, with reasons, 
and of the complainant’s right to request that the Board review the complaint if the 
complainant is not satisfied with the disposition.  
 
A complainant may, within 30 days after receiving the notice, request that the Board 
review the complaint by serving a written request to that effect on the Board. 

 
Board Review: 
 
Section 63 of the P.S.A. directs that upon receiving a written request for a review of a 
complaint previously dealt with by the Chief of Police, the Board shall:  
 
(a) advise the Chief of Police of the request; 
 
(b) subject to subsection (7), review the complaint and take any action, or no action, in 
response to the complaint, as it considers appropriate; and 
 
(c) notify the complainant, the Chief of Police, and the Independent Police Review 
Director in writing of its disposition of the complaint, with reasons. 
 

Complaint: 
 
On November 20, 2017, the complainant filed a complaint with the Office of the 
Independent Police Review Director (O.I.P.R.D.) in which she reported the following: 
 

(1) That T.P.S. 13 Division had not taken action on matters she has reported to 
them; and 

 
(2) That a T.P.S. senior officer did not initiate an investigation when she reported the 

above concerns 
 
The O.I.P.R.D. severed this complaint into two parts. Allegation number one was 
classified as a complaint about the service provided by the T.P.S. and assigned back to 
the T.P.S. for investigation. 
 
Allegation number two was classified as a conduct complaint and assigned to another 
police service for investigation. 
 
This report strictly deals with allegation number one and the service provided by T.P.S. 
13 Division.  
 
The T.P.S. investigator concluded the investigation on March 19, 2018, with the 
disposition that the service provided was appropriate and no action was required. 
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On April 18, 2018, the Board received the complainant’s request for a review of this 
matter.  
 

The Chief’s Decision: 
 
The complainant resides in the City of Toronto in a neighbourhood served by 13 
Division. The T.P.S. complaint investigator met with the complainant to determine the 
extent of her complaint and it was reported that officers from 13 Division had not taken 
appropriate action on the matters that she reported to the T.P.S. 
 
These concerns commenced with a 1982 assault on her daughter by a neighbour 
through to 2017 where the complainant reported that she was ordered off her property 
by the T.P.S. 
 
The complaint investigator was able to identify 35 .T.P.S. records involving the 
complainant: 
 

 11 occurrences 

 9 Intergraph Computer-Aided Dispatch (I.C.A.D.) reports 

 1 Criminal Information Processing System (C.I.P.S.) criminal case 

 14 I.C.A.D. reports which are no longer viewable as they pre-date 2004 and 
those records are no longer retained 

 
The complainant also provided the investigator with 114 pages of various documents.  
 
Board members will receive those records in a separate confidential report. 
 
The complaint investigator reviewed the above records and concluded the complaint 
with the disposition that the service provided was appropriate and no action was 
required. 
 
In this case I am satisfied with the investigator’s findings and the review by Professional 
Standards.  
 

Conclusion: 
 
The portion of the complaint assigned to the T.P.S. for investigation was classified by 
the O.I.P.R.D. as a complaint about the service provided by the T.P.S.  
 
Pursuant to the notice provided; the complainant requested that the Board review my 
decision. It is the Board’s responsibility to review this investigation to determine if they 
are satisfied that my decision to take no further action was reasonable. 
 
In reviewing a policy or service complaint, subsection 63(7) of the P.S.A. directs that a 
Board that is composed of more than three members may appoint a committee of not 
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fewer than three members of the Board, two of whom constitute a quorum for the 
purpose of this subsection, to review a complaint and to make recommendations to the 
Board after the review and the Board shall consider the recommendations and shall 
take any action, or no action, in response to the complaint as the Board considers 
appropriate. 
 
Subsection 63(8) of the P.S.A. directs that in conducting a review under this section, the 
Board or the committee of the Board may hold a public meeting respecting the 
complaint. 
 
To assist the Board in reviewing this matter, Board members will receive confidential 
information in a separate report. 
 
Deputy Chief Barbara McLean, Human Resources Command, will be in attendance to 
answer any questions that the Board members may have regarding this report. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Mark Saunders, O.O.M. 
Chief of Police 

MS:mr 
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June 27, 2018

To: Members
Toronto Police Services Board

From: Ms. Audrey Campbell
Ms. Thea Herman (retired judge)
Andy Pringle, Chair

Subject: Regulated Interactions Review Panel: Review of Chief’s 
Reports - Access to Historical Contact Data, First Quarter 
2018 (January – March)

Recommendation(s):

It is recommended that:

1. Upon receipt of a response from Justice Tulloch, the Board review the portion of its 
Regulated Interaction Policy requiring the retention of Historical Contact Data;

2. At the conclusion of its review, if the Board deems it essential to retain Historical 
Contact Data, request that the Chief eliminate operational access to the data; and

3. Pending the Board’s review noted in recommendation number 1, the Chief continue 
to review, on an ongoing basis, the number of individuals assigned to facilitate 
operational access, with the view of further reducing that number.

Financial Implications:

There are no financial implications relating to the recommendation(s) contained within 
this report.

Background/Purpose:

Sections 13 to 16 of the Regulated Interactions Policy (the Policy) requires the Chief to 
develop procedures to ensure that, in accordance with the Policy, appropriate 
restrictions are placed on the access by members of the Service to Historical Contact 
Data; that historical contact data is stored in a way that leaves an auditable 
technological trail; and that access to historical data is authorized by the Chief in 
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accordance with constraints imposed on restricted records, only when access is 
required for a substantial public interest or complies with a legal requirement.
As established by the Board and in accordance with sections 13 to 16 of the Policy, the 
Regulated Interactions Review Panel (the Review Panel) comprised of Ms. Thea 
Herman (retired Judge), Ms. Audrey Campbell and Chair Andy Pringle is tasked with:

a. reviewing quarterly reports submitted by the Chief for compliance with 
paragraphs 13 to 16 of the policy;

b. identifying and tracking any significant trends;
c. summarizing its review of the Chief’s quarterly report, in a report to the Board 

including, if necessary, suggestions or recommendations for consideration 
by the Board; and

d. make its summary review of the Chief’s quarterly report available to the 
public by submitting it to the Board at the same time that the Chief’s quarterly 
report is submitted to the Board.

The intention of the Policy is to limit access as much as possible to Historical Contact 
Data.  As part of the business process of managing and reporting out requests for 
access to Historical Contact Data, the Service distinguishes between operational 
access and administrative access.  Operational access includes those requests, 
submitted by a member, that meet the criteria for substantial public interest, which the 
Chief may deny or approve.  Whereas administrative access relates to requests to 
which the Service must respond in order to meet legislative obligations.

Discussion:

The purpose of this report is to transmit the Chief’s quarterly report to the Board and to 
provide the Board with the Review Panel’s summarized analysis of the Chief’s report.

At its meeting held on March 22, 2018, the Review Panel recommended that the Board 
review the portion of its Regulated Interactions Policy requiring the retention of 
Historical Contact Data, and that, at the conclusion of the review, if the Board deems it 
essential to retain Historical Contact Data, request that the Chief eliminate operational 
access to the data. The Board approved a motion that it defer the consideration of the 
report from the Review Panel, until the Board has met with Justice Michael Tulloch as 
part of the consultation process arising from the independent review of Ontario 
Regulation 58/16 initiated by the Province. The Board met with Justice Tulloch and as 
the Board did not formally raise this matter, the Board subsequently wrote to Justice 
Tulloch and requested that he include in his review an assessment of the issues 
surrounding the retention of Historical Contact Data, including whether the language in 
the current Regulation surrounding the retention of and access to such data should be 
amended. It is unclear when the Board will receive Justice Tulloch’s response. In the 
meantime, the Review Panel will continue to receive and review access to the Chief’s 
Access to Historical Contact Data quarterly reports.  
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The Review Panel reviewed the Chief’s quarterly report, “Access to Historical Contact 
Data – First Quarter 2018 (January – March),” dated May 25, 2018.  Following are the 
Review Panel’s summarized observations regarding the Chief’s report.

Number of Administrative Access to Historical Contact Data

The Chief has implemented a new tracking mechanism developed by the Access & 
Privacy Unit. As a result, the Service now has the ability to better segregate the data to 
provide more accurate information about the number of times Historical Contact Data 
was accessed for administrative purposes.

Consequently, the Chief reports that the number of administrative access requests in 
the first quarterly of 2018 is 414, of which 362 were for Freedom of Information requests
from the public for access to their own records. This number has been reduced
significantly than previously reported due to the implementation of the new tracking 
system which enables the Service to report to the Review Panel only those request that 
access Historical Contact Data. The Review Panel recognizes and thanks the Access & 
Privacy Unit for their diligence in developing and implementing this new process.

Number of Operational Access to Historical Contact Data

The Chief reports that there were two operational accesses in the first quarter of 2018.
The two operational accesses were for legal proceedings and legal requirements, not 
for investigations. The Review Panel understands that the Board has requested that 
Justice Tulloch include in his review an assessment of the issues surrounding the 
retention of Historical Contact Data. However, in the meantime, given the steady decline 
of operational access and in the absence of any information that supports outcomes 
that show access to the data was essential, the Review Panel would like to reasserts its 
position that a review of whether or not it is necessary to retain operational access to 
the data is essential.

Service Members Assigned to Facilitate Access to HCD 

As recommend by the Review Panel and approved by the Board, the Chief has 
reviewed the current complement of members required to facilitate access to Historical 
Contact Data. The Review Panel acknowledges that although the number of access
reported this quarter is lower than previously reported, this does not represent a 
reduction in the total number of Freedom of Information requests received by the 
Access and Privacy Unit. Thus, the Review Panel accepts the Chief’s explanation that, 
in order to ensure operational continuity, the number of individuals facilitating 
administrative access remains at 23.

As well, the Review Panel recognizes and appreciates that the Chief has reduced the 
number of individuals that facilitate operational access from eight to six.  However, 
given that the Review Panel is recommending a review of the feasibility of eliminating 
operational access to the data and given the low number of operational access, the 
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Review Panel encourages the Chief to continue to review, on an ongoing basis, the 
number of individuals assigned to facilitate operational access, with the view of further 
reducing that number.

Quarterly Report Compliance with Board Policy

The information provided in the Chief’s 2018 first quarterly report sufficiently complies
with the requirements outlined in sections 13 to 16 of the Policy.  

Trends

The Review Panel observes that since the start of this review process there has been a 
downward trend in the number of operational requests for access to Historical Contact 
Data. The quarter to quarter changes are:

Operational access reported January to December 2017

Q1 13 
Q2 7
Q3 3
Q4 5

Operational access reported January to March 2018

Q1 2

Compared to the number of administrative access requests reported in 2017 (which 
averaged 1400 plus), the numbers reported in the first quarter of 2018 has decreased 
significantly. The Review Panel recognizes that this significant reduction is attributed to 
the implementation of a new tracking system which has enabled the Service to 
determine with specificity, the number of times Historical Contact Data was accessed.

Conclusion:

The Chief’s 2018 first quarterly report highlights the following; the implementation of a
new tracking system to better determine the number of times the Historical Data has 
been accessed for administrative purposes, including FOI; the number of times the data 
is being accessed for operational purposes has gone down significantly since this 
review process started in 2017, and in this last quarter, there was no access for 
investigative purposes; and the Chief has been able to reduce the number of staff with 
access to the data for operational purposes from eight to six. A further reduction may 
be possible.

The Review Panel recommends that the Board receive the Chief’s 2018 first quarterly 
report and approve the foregoing recommendations.
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Respectfully submitted,

Andy Pringle, Chair Thea Herman Audrey Campbell
&RIRP Member RIRP Member RIRP Member

Kar
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May 25, 2018

To: Chair and Members
Toronto Police Services Board

From: Mark Saunders
Chief of Police

Subject: Access to Historical Contact Data – First Quarter 2018
(January – March)

Recommendation(s):

It is recommended that the Board receive the following report.

Financial Implications:

There are no financial implications relating to the information contained in this report.

Background:

Board Policy Reporting Requirements
At its meeting on November 17, 2016, the Board approved a policy, entitled “Regulated 
Interaction with the Community and the Collection of Identifying Information” (Min. No. 
P250/16 refers), which includes, in paragraph 16, a requirement for the Chief to provide 
the Board, on a quarterly basis, with a public report on requests, approvals, and 
purpose(s) for access to Historical Contact Data as well as whether or not access 
fulfilled the purpose(s) for which it was accessed. 

Historical Contact Data
The Board policy definition of Historical Contact Data refers to all;

∑ Person Investigated Card (Form 172),
∑ Field Information Report (Form 208),
∑ Community Inquiry Report (Form 306), and
∑ Community Safety Note (Street Check) records

submitted into the Service’s records management systems prior to January 1, 2017; and
may include any such submitted record whether or not it would have been categorized 
as a Regulated Interaction Report had it been submitted on or after January 1, 2017.
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Legislated Purposes for Accessing Historical Contact Data
The Board policy, developed in accordance with subsection 12(1) of Ontario Regulation 
58/16 (the Regulation) under the Police Services Act, establishes that Historical Contact 
Data may be accessed by Service members only with the authorization of the Chief:

when (consistent with the Regulation) access to the record is required;
a) for the purpose of an ongoing police investigation,

b) in connection with legal proceedings or anticipated legal proceedings,

c) for the purpose of dealing with a complaint under Part V of the Act or for the 

purpose of an investigation or inquiry under clause 25 (1) (a) of the Act,

d) in order to prepare the annual report described in subsection 14 (1) or the 

report required under section 15,

e) for the purpose of complying with a legal requirement, or

f) for the purpose of evaluating a police officer’s performance;

and only when (in addition to the restrictions imposed by the Regulation) access is 
required for a substantial public interest or to comply with a legal requirement.

Purpose:

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with the requisite information for the 
relevant reporting quarter, in accordance with the Board policy.

Discussion:

The Service has adopted the Board policy definition of Historical Contact Data which 
encompasses all records within the database regardless of whether or not they would 
be considered Regulated Interaction Reports under the current legislation.

The Service has restricted access to all Historical Contact Data by eliminating Service-
wide direct access to the database and instituting procedures and business processes 
which ensure access to the database is authorized by the Chief and actioned by only a 
small group of members specifically assigned by the Chief for this purpose.

Paragraph 13 through 15 of the policy require, in part:
13.The Chief shall develop procedures that ensure all Historical Contact Data is 

Restricted in a manner that prevents Service members from accessing it without 
authorization.

14.Historical Contact Data must be stored in a way that leaves an auditable 
technological trail.

15.Access to Historical Contact Data under paragraph 13 of this policy shall be 
authorized by the Chief, in accordance with the constraints imposed on records 
classified as Restricted, and only when access is required for a substantial public 
interest or to comply with a legal requirement.
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In accordance with these paragraphs, as explained below, the Service has developed 
procedures and/or business processes to ensure access to all Historical Contact Data is 
restricted and the only way for a member of the Service to access the Historical Contact 
Data is with the express authorization or approval of the Chief. The procedures and 
business processes have been developed with consideration to best practices in 
relation to information privacy, including;

∑ data isolation,
∑ access audit trails, and
∑ role based security access.

Business Processes – Detailed in Appendices
The quarterly reports for 2017 included details regarding the business processes 
implemented by the Service in accordance with, and exceeding the requirements of, the 
Regulation and related Board Policy. For ease of reference, the below listed sections 
from the previous reports are included in Appendix A.

∑ Data Isolation
∑ Access Audit Trails
∑ Role Based Security Access
∑ Operational Access
∑ Administrative Access
∑ Service Members Assigned to Facilitate Access
∑ Post-Access Summary Report

Detailed Data Breakdown in Accordance with Policy
This quarterly report has been prepared in accordance with the Board policy to explain
the operationalization of the policy and report on the items in paragraph 16 of the policy.
For this reporting period, the specific items from paragraph 16, and the respective 
responses, are detailed below, and encompass both:

∑ Operational accesses 2
∑ Administrative accesses 414

16 a. The number of requests, submitted to the Chief by Service members, for access 
to Historical Contact Data:

There were 2 operational requests, submitted to the Chief by Service 
members, for access to Historical Contact Data. This does not account for 
any requests that may have been denied by reviewers at other levels of the 
Service, prior to the Chief.

16 b. The number of approvals, by the Chief, for access to Historical Contact Data:

Importantly, all operational requests, including those pertaining to 
investigations and legal proceedings, require the approval of the Chief.

The Chief approved 2 operational requests for access to Historical Contact 
Data.
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The Chief considers the merits of each request the Chief receives, on a case 
by case basis, to determine if access is required for (in accordance with 
Board policy):
- a substantial public interest, or
- to comply with a legal requirement.

Additionally, the Chief considers whether:
- the specified purpose can reasonably be fulfilled without providing access 

to the Historical Contact Data

The distinction between authorized access (administrative) and approved 
access (operational) is based on the requirement for compliance with law and 
whether or not the law affords the Chief authority to deny access.
- administrative access is authorized for a small group of select members to 

respond to and fulfil legal obligations for the Service’s compliance with law 
- operational access is approved (or denied) based upon requests for 

access from members (investigators) related to core Service delivery 

The Chief authorized 414 potential administrative accesses to the database 
because access was required for the purpose of complying with legal 
requirements. The administrative accesses were authorized because the 
Service must comply with the law. The vast majority of the administrative 
accesses are comprised of Freedom of Information requests which are an 
example of required compliance with Provincial law (Municipal Freedom of 
information and Protection of Privacy Act). The balance of the administrative 
accesses are comprised of Federal and Provincial legislative requirements 
with which the Service is required to comply, such as; court orders, 
subpoenas, motions and/or Board policy.

16 c. The purpose(s) of the requests and approvals identified in subparagraphs 16a 
and 16b:

The 2 operational accesses approved by the Chief were for:

Legal Proceedings & Legal Requirements: 2

_____
Operational Access Total: 2

The 414 administrative accesses authorized by the Chief were for:

Legal Requirement: 362
(Freedom of Information requests – from public 
for access to their own records)

Legal Requirement & Legal Proceedings: 52
(subpoenas, orders, motions, etc.)

_____
Administrative Access Total: 414
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Not all legal proceedings are criminal matters initiated by Service members. 
Some legal proceedings are initiated by institutions or individuals external to 
the Service. (e.g. trials, hearings, inquests, motions, civil actions, discoveries, 
etc.)

Access may be required for multiple purposes and, therefore, either 
administrative or operational access may involve legal proceedings or a legal 
requirement and the difference may be based upon:
- the origin of the requirement for access
- if a legal requirement, whether obligation is on the Service and/or an 

individual Service member
- the unit responsible for facilitating access

16 d. Whether or not accessing the Historical Contact Data fulfilled the purpose(s) for 
which it was accessed:

The operational access to Historical Contact Data fulfilled the purpose(s) for 
which it was accessed in all instances.

The administrative access to Historical Contact Data fulfilled the purpose(s) 
for which it was accessed in all instances.

For operational access, after receiving the results of an approved access, the 
requesting member completes a post-access summary report explaining how 
access did or did not fulfil the purpose(s) for which access was approved. For 
administrative access the access itself fulfils the purpose of compliance with 
law. 

16 e. When hard copy report forms generated before January 1, 2017 are digitized, the 
number of records digitized and the records management system to which the 
records were added:

All known hard copy Historical Contact Data had been digitized prior to the 
Board policy and no additional hard copy Historical Contact Data records 
were discovered and/or added to the records management systems during 
this quarter.

Regulated Interactions Review Panel
In accordance with paragraph 18 of the Board policy, at least two weeks in advance of 
submitting the quarterly report to the Board, the quarterly report is made available to the 
Board’s Regulated Interactions Review Panel (the Review Panel). The Review Panel 
submits, accompanying the quarterly report, a report to the Board which may include, if 
necessary, suggestions or recommendations for consideration by the Board. Portions of 
this quarterly report have been informed, and enhanced where necessary, by the 
Review Panel’s review of the preceding quarterly report(s).
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Progress Report – Updates to Business Process
As reported in the previous quarterly report, the Service is currently reviewing two 
aspects of its business process, related to access to Historical Contact Data, which 
correspond with recommendations the Review Panel has made to the Board.

∑ First, members of the Service’s Access & Privacy unit, responsible for ensuring 
the Board and Service are in legislative compliance by responding to Freedom of 
Information requests, have implemented, for 2018, a revised tracking mechanism 
for the unit. 

The members have adapted their implementation to incorporate a process for 
identifying and reporting on the number of Freedom of Information requests that 
actually require access to Historical Contact Data for compliance with law, while 
continuing to adhere to privacy best practices in relation to information privacy. 

With the implementation of this new process, the 2018 quarterly reporting of 
administrative access reflects only the number of Freedom of Information 
requests which result in access to Historical Contact Data. For greater clarity, this 
reporting adjustment recommended by the Board’s Regulated Interaction Review 
Panel naturally reflects only a subset of, and not a reduction in, the total number 
of Freedom of Information Requests received by the Service.

While this adjustment will result in administrative access being reported as a 
lower number, the Service recognizes that any individual Freedom of Information 
request may require access to Historical Contact Data for which the requestor 
may not have known to ask. Members of the Service’s Access & Privacy unit are 
responsible for ensuring the Board and Service are in legislative compliance and 
cannot omit disclosure of relevant Historical Contact Data whether specifically 
requested at the outset or discovered as necessary in the process of fulfilling the 
request.

To protect the privacy of individual requestors, for compliance with law and 
adherence with privacy best practices, each personal Freedom of Information 
request is processed, whenever possible, by an individual member of the 
Service’s Access & Privacy unit and not shared with other members of the unit
whereas general Freedom of Information queries may require the involvement of 
multiple members from APS.

∑ Second, as described in Appendix A of this report, the initial complement of 31 
members assigned to facilitate Chief approved or authorized access to Historical 
Contact Data was established with extensive consideration to the Service’s 
obligations and is currently under review and may now be adjusted as 
appropriate because a baseline volume of access requirements has been 
established over the course of the first year (2017).
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The Service has established distinct business processes to reflect the difference 
between administrative access (access required in order for the Service to 
respond to external obligations) and operational access (access requested for 
purposes initiated by Service members). Importantly, the Service has ensured 
the units responsible for facilitating administrative access do not facilitate 
operational access and vice versa.

Totalling the 2017 approved operational requests (28) and authorized 
administrative accesses (5717) demonstrates the Service correctly anticipated 
the majority of access requirements would be for administrative access 
purposes. 

Notwithstanding that less than one percent (1%) of total access is for operational 
purposes; it is important to recognize that administrative access only involves 
requests which are facilitated during normal business hours. Conversely, 
operational requests entail the facilitation of access at any time of day or night on 
any day of the year, because the Service’s core service delivery must include 
contingencies for exigent circumstances such as incidents that involve 
preservation of life (e.g. kidnappings, amber alerts, or missing persons with 
Alzheimer’s disease).

Therefore, while the operational access volumes are considerably lower than 
administrative access, for the effective delivery of police services, the Service is 
obligated to ensure sufficient resources are available to process an operational 
request at any time because operational requests are not facilitated through the 
process for administrative access.

It is important to note, especially in light of the low volume of operational requests 
in general, that members authorized to facilitate operational requests do not 
access the Historical Contact Data unless approved by the Chief on a case-by-
case basis.

The Service remains committed to ensuring access to the Historical Contact Data
is authorized only as outlined above and operationally necessary to facilitate 
access for a substantial public interest or compliance with a legal requirement, 
consistent with the Board policy. The Service has reviewed the first year of this 
new process and the current complement of members required for facilitation
with consideration to ensuring operational business continuity.

For operational access requests over the first year, there has been an 85% 
reduction in requests solely for “ongoing police investigation” and a 75% 
reduction in requests solely for “legal proceedings”, whereas the number of 
requests for “legal proceedings & legal requirement” has remained relatively 
constant.
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Given the volume of operational access has decreased, the Board’s Regulated 
Interaction Review Panel noted that “8 individuals with operational access seems 
high”. Understanding why 8 individuals have been authorized to facilitate 
operational access—which they only use when facilitating a specific operational 
request approved by the Chief—requires recognition that, unlike administrative 
access where each member is accessing the HCD in relation to their own 
specific case file, these members only access the HCD on behalf of other 
members who have had an operational request approved by the Chief.

The complement of authorized members with access simply ensures operational 
effectiveness—accounting for hours of operation and absences due to annual 
leave, training, or illness—so that an operational request approved by the Chief 
can be actioned. The Chief’s authorization of eight (8) members to action
operational requests, once approved by the Chief, does not change the number 
of times or number of people accessing the HCD for operational purposes 
because facilitation of an approved operational request requires only one (1) 
member to access the HCD.

At this time, the Service is reducing the number of members authorized to 
facilitate operational access from 8 to 6 and maintaining the current complement 
of members authorized to facilitate administrative access.

Consistently, less than one percent of access has been for operational purposes 
and this may lead to the erroneous presumption that operational access is not 
legally required. To comply with law, including case law, both operational access 
and administrative access are required. Operational requests are reviewed by 
the Chief and only approved when necessary for a substantial public interest or 
compliance with a legal requirement—consistent with the Board policy. Service 
members must abide by legal precedence established in case law. A blanket 
prohibition of operational access, instead of case by case consideration, inhibits 
the ability of Service members to perform their duties in accordance with law, and 
may be contrary to law, thereby increasing legal jeopardy for both the Service 
and the Board.

Conclusion:

This report provides information to the Board on access to Historical Contact Data 
during the relevant reporting quarter. I will be in attendance to answer any questions the
Board may have regarding this report.

Respectfully submitted,

Mark Saunders, O.O.M.
Chief of Police
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Appendices – Access to Historical Contact Data – Quarterly Report

Appendix A

Data Isolation
The Service has introduced procedures and/or business processes to ensure Historical 
Contact Data, unless authorized by the Chief, is not accessible to members of the 
Service.

The Service has procedures and/or business processes to ensure Historical Contact 
Data has not, is not, and will not be used as part of the Police Reference Check or 
Vulnerable Sector Screening programs.

The Service has introduced procedures and/or business processes to ensure Historical 
Contact Data is not used to identify a person as “known to police”.

Access Audit Trails
Consistent with the Board policy, Historical Contact Data has been restricted in a 
manner which leaves an auditable technological trail of access. The Service has 
ensured access to the Historical Contact Data continues to be auditable, with the ability 
to verify the authorization of each access, by establishing procedures and business 
processes, supported by the Service’s records management systems, to:

∑ limit access capability to access the database to only members who are 
specifically authorized by the Chief for this purpose;

∑ incorporate mandatory recording of file numbers corresponding to authorizations 
or approvals for access to the database; and

∑ facilitate periodic and random audits to cross-check access with the respective 
authorizations or approvals.

Role Based Security Access
The Service has eliminated access to Historical Contact Data for all Service members, 
with the exception of a select group of members who have been authorized by the Chief 
to access the database only for the purposes of facilitating the established procedures 
and business processes outlined below.

In operationalizing the Board policy, the Service has distinguished between operational 
access and administrative access to the Historical Contact Data.

Operational Access
Operational access refers to any request submitted by a member in accordance with the 
process outlined below, which the Chief may deny or approve. 

Even if the request for access to the Historical Contact Data is approved by the Chief, 
access to the database is not provided directly to the requesting member. Instead, there 
are only eight members, specifically assigned and authorized by the Chief for this 
purpose, who receive and process the request thereby further ensuring the database is 
only accessed by those members authorized and approved by the Chief. These 
members then forward the results, if any, to the requesting member.
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To reflect the Board policy principle of “substantial public interest”, the broader category 
of “ongoing police investigation” has been narrowed by limiting the types of 
investigations which may be eligible for access. This constraint means members may 
only request access for investigations involving:

∑ preservation of life and/or preventing bodily harm or death; 
∑ homicides and attempts;
∑ sexual assaults, and all attempts (for the purpose of this standard, is deemed to 

include sexual interference, sexual exploitation and invitation to sexual touching);
∑ occurrences involving abductions and attempts;
∑ missing person occurrences, where circumstances indicate a strong possibility of 

foul play;
∑ occurrences suspected to be homicide involving found human remains;
∑ criminal harassment cases in which the offender is not known to the victim;
∑ occurrences involving a firearm or discharge of a firearm; and/or
∑ gang related investigations. 

In addition to limiting the eligibility of investigations, the procedures and business 
process require officers to:

∑ explain why the specified purpose for which access is requested cannot 
reasonably be fulfilled without access to the Historical Contact Data; and

∑ have conducted all other relevant investigative queries prior to submitting their 
request.

For January 1, 2017, the Service implemented an interim business process (utilizing 
hardcopy forms) which allowed members to submit requests to the Chief, through their 
respective chain of command. In May of 2017, the hardcopy forms were replaced with 
an electronic process. The current business process for submitting a request is as 
follows. 

A member requesting the Chief’s approval for access to Historical Contact Data must 
submit an electronic Request to Access Restricted Records (TPS 294).

Members may not submit their request directly to the Chief. Instead, they must submit 
their request through their Officer in Charge where it is subjected to a series of 
increasing supervisory and management reviews, including:

∑ Unit Commander,
∑ Staff Superintendent, and/or
∑ Staff Superintendent of Detective Operations.

Each level of review is required to consider the merits of the submission, on a case by 
case basis, and only forwards the request for next level review when satisfied that:

∑ the specified purpose for which access was requested cannot reasonably be 
fulfilled without providing access to the Historical Contact Data; and

∑ all other relevant investigative queries have been conducted.
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The request is then considered by the Chief and may still be denied if the Chief is not 
satisfied that:

∑ access is required for a substantial public interest, or
∑ to comply with a legal requirement.

Only if approved by the Chief is the request forwarded to Intelligence Services. 
Importantly, the approved access is facilitated by the assigned members of Intelligence 
services and the requesting member cannot directly access the database themselves, 
which ensures officers only receive relevant information, if any, from the database. 

Administrative Access
Administrative access refers to access, authorized by the Chief, which is required by 
members in order for the Service to be in compliance with legislation.

For the administrative access, twenty-two members have been specifically authorized to 
access the Historical Contact Data exclusively for the purpose of, and only in response 
to, legal obligations (to ensure compliance with Freedom of Information requests, 
subpoenas, orders, motions, etc.) and one member has been specifically authorized as 
the technical support person assigned to records system maintenance (to facilitate the 
Service’s compliance with Board policy).

Service Members Assigned to Facilitate Access
The Chief has assigned an initial complement of 31 members to facilitate access to 
Historical Contact Data only as approved or authorized by the Chief. 

The Service gave consideration to the distinction between access required in order for 
the Service to respond to external obligations (administrative access) and access 
requested for purposes initiated by Service members (operational access). 

Consistent with the Board policy objective that access to Historical Contact Data is 
authorized by the Chief only when access is required for a substantial public interest or 
to comply with a legal requirement, the Chief has aligned the assigned resources with 
the anticipated Service requirements for operational access and administrative access. 
Consequently, resources to access the database have been apportioned according to 
the anticipated volume of required access by units responsible for facilitating access.

The Service has distinguished the units responsible for facilitating administrative access 
from operational access to ensure all access adheres to the appropriate business 
process. In addition to limiting the units, the Service also limited the number of members 
within each of the respective units who have access to the database; while still ensuring 
that the Service is able to meet operational and legislative requirements.

The initial complement has been established, in accordance with privacy best practices, 
to ensure:

∑ as few members as possible access the database;
∑ the results of any access are handled by as few members as possible; and,
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∑ for administrative access, members and units are able to comply with legal 
obligations without disclosing access, or results of access, to other members or 
units.

This initial allocation of 31 members was implemented with extensive consideration to 
the Service’s obligations (as itemised in the list below) and will be reviewed, and 
adjusted as appropriate, once the regular volume of access requirements has been 
established over the course of the first year (2017).

The 31 members presently assigned to facilitate access were selected based upon their 
current assignment to their respective roles within specific units of the Service. 
Importantly, the authorization to facilitate access remains with the assigned position and 
not the specific member because an individual may be re-assigned to a different role 
within the organization at which time the individual’s access would be revoked.

The current resources for administrative access are comprised of:
∑ Access & Privacy – 12 members to ensure Service compliance with law

(legal requirement – Freedom of Information requests)
∑ Legal Services – 5 members to ensure Service compliance with law

(all other legal requirements)
∑ Business Intelligence – 5 members to ensure compliance with Board policy

(verification & reporting)
∑ Information Technology Services – 1 member to ensure compliance with Board 

Policy
(technical support)

For the administrative access, the 23 roles assigned facilitate access only for 
circumstances where the Service is compelled to access the Historical Contact Data in 
order for the Service to be in compliance with law and/or Board policy.

The current resources for operational access are comprised of:
∑ Intelligence Services – 8 members to ensure compliance with Board policy

(facilitating approved requests only)

For the operational access, the eight (8) civilian members of Intelligence Services have 
been specifically authorized to access the Historical Contact Data exclusively for the 
purpose of facilitating access only for those requests which have been approved by the 
Chief.

Post-Access Summary Report
The Service has developed procedures and business processes to ensure, upon receipt 
of the results of an approved operational access to Historical Contact Data, the 
requesting member is required to complete a post-access summary report indicating 
whether or not accessing the Historical Contact Data fulfilled the purpose(s) for which it 
was accessed.
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July 4, 2018

To: Members
Toronto Police Services Board

From: Andy Pringle
Chair

Subject: PROCESS FOR REVIEWING 2019 CAPITAL AND 
OPERATING BUDGET ESTIMATES

Recommendation(s):

It is recommended:

1. that the Board establish a Budget Committee for the purpose of reviewing the 2019
capital and operating budget estimates and designate two Board members as members 
of the Budget Committee, one of whom will act as Budget Committee Chair;

2. that the Board adopt the schedule outlined in this report for its review of the capital 
and operating budget estimates, and;

3. that the Board forward a copy of this report to the Interim City Manager and to the 
Interim CFO

Financial Implications:

There are no financial implications arising from the recommendations in this report.

Background / Purpose:

In reviewing the proposed 2018 operating and capital budgets, the Board’s Budget 
Committee (Councillor Carroll, Chair and Ms Moliner, Member) held a public information 
session and one Budget Committee meeting at which time the Budget Committee 
reviewed and formulated recommendations which were considered by the Board at its 
meeting on October 26, 2017.  
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I am in receipt of a memorandum dated June 4, 2018 from the City’s Interim City 
Manager and Interim Chief Financial Officer advising that, given the municipal election, 
City Council will not be approving budget directions for the 2019 process, rather; the 
City will be guided by its Long Term Financial Plan which was considered by Executive 
Committee on March 19, 2018.    This Plan provides a framework for financial decision-
making, including strategies and key actions to facilitate multi-year, integrated, strategic 
decision-making aimed at improving the long-term financial stability of the City.

The City has requested that agencies such as the Board adhere to its directions and 
strategies in order to “achieve the budget target that requires all City Programs, 
Agencies and Accountability Offices absorb program costs and pressures so that the 
2019 Net Operating Budget equals the 2018 Net Operating Budget.”  The City’s 
directions are intended to address the City’s projected operating budget shortfall, 
estimated at $308.3 million.

In terms of the capital program, “…all capital plan submissions must adhere to the 
2018-2017 Capital Plan approved by City Council as part of the 2018 Budget process, 
with any new spending being added in 2028, only if spending can be accommodated 
with the Debt Affordability Targets established by the City.”

Details of City Council’s decision with respect to financial planning can be found here:
http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2018.EX32.1

Discussion: 

In terms of timing, the City anticipates completing the various staff-level reviews prior to 
the October 22, 2018 election, completing the preliminary budget by November 12, 
2018, launching the budget in January 2019 with Council approval anticipated in mid-
March 2019. I have been advised that the City requires a Board-approved budget by 
the end of November.

It is recognized that the schedule proposed in this report will not adhere precisely to the 
City’s schedule; however, unlike many City programs and agencies, in addition to the 
internal budget development process, the Board has a formal committee process in 
place leading up to the required approval by the full Board.  Additional time is required 
in order to work through that process in a way that facilitates adherence to the Board’s 
procedures, particularly those procedures which require the posting of agendas one 
week prior to meetings.

The Budget Committee’s meeting(s) will be convened in accordance with the Board’s 
Procedural Bylaw and, consequently, will meet in public, as appropriate.

I recommend that the Board approve the following schedule:

http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2018.EX32.1
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Week of October 29, 2018
Building upon the interactive format adopted and well received by the Board and the 
community in 2017, the Chief and Chair to post budget information to TPS and TPSB 
websites
Budget Committee agenda to be posted to TPSB website one week prior to the Budget 
Committee meeting

Week of November 5, 2018
Budget Committee meeting to consider both operating and capital budgets

December 11, 2018
Budget Committee recommendations are posted as part of the Board’s agenda for its 
meeting on December 18, 2018

December 18, 2018
Board to consider Budget Committee recommendations with respect the TPS operating 
and capital budgets, Parking Enforcement budget and TPSB operating budget

Conclusion:

It is recommended that the Board convene its Budget Committee in accordance with 
this report.

Respectfully submitted,

Andy Pringle
Chair
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June 28, 2018

To: Chair and Members
Toronto Police Services Board

From: Mark Saunders
Chief of Police

Subject: Award for the Supply and Delivery of Genuine Ford 
Automotive Repair Parts

Recommendation:

It is recommended that the Toronto Police Services Board award the supply and 
delivery of genuine Ford automotive parts to Yonge Steeles Ford Lincoln Sales Ltd. for 
a one year period commencing September 1, 2018 to August 31, 2019 with the option 
to extend for an additional three one – year terms at the discretion of the Chief of Police. 

Financial Implications:

The average estimated annual expenditure for genuine Ford automotive parts is $1
Million (M), and the funding for this requirement is included in the Service’s annual 
operating budget. The approximate total value of the award over the term of the contract 
(including the three-year extension) is $4M, and funds will be included in future 
operating budget requests for this purpose.

Background / Purpose:

The purpose of this report is to establish a vendor for the provision of assorted genuine 
Ford automotive parts required by Fleet & Materials Management to ensure Service
vehicles are properly maintained and repaired in a timely fashion. 
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Discussion:

On May 3, 2018, Purchasing Services issued a Request for Quotation (R.F.Q.) # 
1261788-18 for the supply and delivery of genuine Ford automotive parts. The Service 
advertised the R.F.Q. to interested vendors using MERX, an electronic tendering 
service designed to facilitate the procurement of goods and services worldwide. Eight 
vendors downloaded the R.F.Q. document from MERX. The R.F.Q. closed on June 4, 
2018, and the Service received four compliant bids. The respondents were:

∑ Yonge Steeles Ford Lincoln Sales Ltd. 

∑ O.E.M. Fleets Ltd. 

∑ Yorkdale Ford Lincoln 

∑ Donway Ford Sales Ltd.

The submissions were reviewed by members of Fleet & Materials Management and it 
was determined Yonge Steeles Ford Lincoln Sales Ltd. was the lowest bid meeting all 
specifications.

Conclusion:

It is therefore recommended Yonge Steeles Ford Lincoln Sales Ltd. be awarded a
contract from September 1, 2018 to August 31, 2019, with an option to renew for an 
additional three  one – year terms at the discretion of Chief of Police, based on the 
Service’s satisfied with the vendor’s performance. 

Mr. Tony Veneziano, Chief Administrative Officer, will be in attendance to answer any 
questions the Board may have regarding this report.

Respectfully submitted,

Mark Saunders, O.O.M.
Chief of Police

File name: BoardReport_FordParts
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Tel: 416-397-5407
Fax: 416-397-5624

E-Mail: gchu2@toronto.ca

July 3, 2018

To: Chair and Members
Toronto Police Services Board

From: Wendy Walberg
City Solicitor

Reference: Inquest into the Death of Mark Tomic
Verdict and Recommendations of the Jury

Recommendation:

We recommend that the Board receive the recommendations of the jury.

Background/Purpose:

This report summarizes the outcome of the inquest into the death of Mark Tomic (the “Inquest”),
who died while members of the Toronto Police Service tried to take him into custody. The facts
giving rise to the inquest are summarized in our initial report dated May 1, 2018 and considered
by the Board at its meeting on May 17, 2018 (Minute No. C91).

The Inquest was held from June 18 — 22, 2018. The Inquest was presided over by Dr. John
Carlisle, Coroner. The Chief of Police, the Board, the four subject Toronto police officers (all of
whom were represented by one counsel), and one witness Toronto police officer (who was
represented by a different counsel who did not attend) were all granted standing. Mr.Tomics
family (his wife and sister) did not seek standing and asked their questions through Coroner’s
counsel.

The jury heard from twenty-one witnesses, including several residents, the four subject officers
who struggled with Mr. Tomic that evening, one witness officer from the canine unit who was
present at the scene, Mr. Tomic’s sister, a Toronto Paramedic Services paramedic, a forensic
pathologist, and a toxicologist. The jury also heard from several trainers from both the Ontario
Police College and the Toronto Police College, about use of force and the ASP baton that police
officers carry.
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In addition, regular reports were provided to the Chair of the Board during the course of the
Inquest regarding the evidence presented relating to the circumstances of the death, police
practices, and training, among other things. Instructions were also sought regarding proposed
recommendations.

Executive Summary:

The jury delivered a verdict of death from cocaine intoxication in a man with chronic heart
disease, past cocaine use, anabolic steroid use, and multiple injuries. The jury classified the death
as an accident.

The jury made only one recommendation out of two that had been proposed by Coroner’s counsel
and supported by the parties. The jury did not make any recommendations of its own.

The Verdict:

A copy of the jury’s verdict, delivered on June 22, 2018, is attached for your review. We have
summarized it below.

A. The Five Statutory Questions

The Jury answered the five statutory questions as follows:

Name of Deceased: Mark Tomic
Date and Time of Death: July 1, 2015 at 2:57 a.m.
Place of Death: Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, Toronto
Cause of Death: Cocaine Intoxication in a man with chronic heart disease,

past cocaine use, anabolic steroid use, and multiple injuries.
By What Means: Accident

There was some discussion as to what the cause of death was. In the end, the forensic pathologist
testified that, although Mr. Tornic had damage to his heart from a history of cocaine abuse, had
an undiagnosed birth defect in his heart, likely took anabolic steroids, and had sustained multiple
injuries that evening (perhaps from the struggle with police, perhaps from his motor vehicle
accident, or perhaps from running from the scene and falling before police caught up with him),
the primary cause of death was the cocaine in his system. By classifying death in this way, the
jury implicitly found that the struggle with the officers was not the primary cause of death.

B. The July Recommendations

In addition to determining the five statutory questions, the jury was authorized to make
recommendations directed at preventing death in similar circumstances or respecting any other
matter arising out of the Inquest.

Coroner’s counsel proposed two recommendations for the jury’s consideration.

The jury ultimately made one recommendation and it was the first one proposed. The
recommendation is:
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To the Ontario Police College and the Toronto Police College:

1. Consider using the circumstances of the death of Mark Tomic as a dynamic training scenario
and for discussion purposes. It may help illustrate how often officers make their initial
assessments of the situation and their need to continually reassess, plan, and act as the available
information or circumstances change. This may include transitions between different response
options.

The evidence in this case suggested that the police officers in question, with the exception of one
officer, did what they were trained to do. They had been advised by dispatch that Mr. Tornic had
previous encounters with the police where he was violent, dangerous. and had used edged
weapons. When the officers first encountered Mr. Tornic that night, he had something in his
hands. Not knowing whether this could be an edged weapon (it was the middle of the night and
dark), certain officers drew their firearms. When it became clear that Mr. Tomic did not have an
edged weapon in his hands, they reholstered their firearms. When Mr. Tornic tripped and fell
during the encounter, the officers took advantage of the situation by trying to apprehend Mr.
To.rnic then, thereby avoiding the need to “ground him” since he was already on the ground. In
an effort to secure Mr. Tomic’s hands, which were underneath his body, one officer appropriately
used his ASP baton as he was trained to do as a lever to pry an arm free. Another officer
appropriately put pressure on Mr. Tomic’s back near his waistline in order to keep him pinned to
the ground, while minimizing the risk that Mr. Tomic might choke. No officer struck Mr. Tomic
during the entire encounter.

The only issue identified was that one officer uttered profanities at Mr. Tomic during the incident,
which is not professional or appropriate or something that either police college trains officers to
do. However, there was some evidence that this likely had no effect on the outcome as Mr. Tomic
probably was not aware of what was going on given his cocaine intoxication. A second proposed
recommendation to the jury was meant to address this issue, hut the jury did not adopt that
proposed recommendation.

The above recommendation from the jury allows both police colleges to consider using these
events as a training scenario, if appropriate, to show how officers should constantly be assessing,
reassessing and planning their actions as circumstances change.

Conclusion:

We recommend that the Board receive the recommendations of the jury.

J1endy Walberg
J City Solicitor
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July 4, 2018

To: Members Toronto Police Services Board

From: Andy Pringle
Chair

Subject: City Council: Toronto Seniors Strategy Version 2.0

Recommendation(s):

It is recommended that:

1. the Board forward this report to the Chief of Police to consider creating a seniors-
inclusive training curriculum aimed at increasing officer awareness around ageing 
related issues and increasing officer capacity to connect seniors to appropriate
community services and report back regarding to what extent these matters are already 
addressed in the Toronto Police Service programs and strategies partnership; and

2. the Chief of Police report to the Board with respect to the extent that these matters 
are already addressed in the Service’s existing programs and strategies, partnerships 
and training.

Financial Implications:

There are no financial implications arising from the recommendation in this report.

Background / Purpose:

At its meeting held on May 22, 23, and 24, 2018, City Council adopted a report from its 
Executive Committee with respect to Toronto Seniors Strategy Version 2.0. The report 
included a recommendation that the Toronto Police Service, in collaboration with key 
partners, will create a seniors-inclusive training curriculum aimed at increasing officer 
awareness around ageing related issues and increasing officer capacity to connect 
seniors to appropriate community services.

The minutes detailing the City’s consideration of this item are available at this link:
http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2018.EX34.2

http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2018.EX34.2
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Discussion:

Council adopted a report that included a recommendation that the Toronto Police 
Service, in collaboration with key partners, create a seniors-inclusive training curriculum 
aimed at increasing officer awareness around ageing related issues and increasing 
officer capacity to connect seniors to appropriate community services.

Conclusion:

It is my recommendation that that that the Board receive the aforementioned report and 
refer it to the Chief of Police for the report noted in my recommendations.

Respectfully submitted,

Andy Pringle
Chair
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July 5, 2018

To: Members Toronto Police Services Board

From: Andy Pringle
Chair

Subject: City Council: Public Works and Infrastructure Committee 
Item - Next Steps on Traffic Safety Measures

Recommendation(s):

It is recommended that:

1. the Board forward this report to the Chief of Police;

2. the Chief of Police report to the Board, as part of the report recommending the 
Toronto Police Service’s 2019 operating budget, assessing whether any additional 
resources are required to address the Council’s request related to enforcement of 
the Highway Traffic Act.

Financial Implications:

There are no financial implications arising from the recommendation in this report.

Background / Purpose:

At its meeting held on May 22, 23, and 24, 2018, City Council adopted a report from its 
Executive Committee with respect to Public Works and Infrastructure Committee Item –
Next Steps on Traffic Safety Measures. The report included a recommendation that the
Toronto Police Service provide necessary resources to adequately enforce the Highway 
Traffic Act in Toronto's neighbourhoods and City Council request the Police Services 
Board to submit a report to the City on the implementation of Council's request.

The minutes detailing the City’s consideration of this item are available at this link:
http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2018.PW29.6

http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2018.PW29.6
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Discussion:

Council adopted a report that included a recommendation that the Toronto Police 
Service provide necessary resources to adequately enforce the Highway Traffic Act in 
Toronto's neighbourhoods and City Council request the Police Services Board to submit 
a report to the City on the implementation of Council's request.

Conclusion:

It is my recommendation that that that the Board receive the aforementioned report and 
refer it to the Chief of Police for the report noted in my recommendations.

Respectfully submitted,

Andy Pringle
Chair



 

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
PwC Tower, 18 York Street, Suite 2600,Toronto, Ontario Canada M5J 0B2 
T: +1 416-863-1133, F: +1 416-365-8215, www.pwc.com/ca 
 
“PwC” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership. 
 

June 29, 2018 
 
 
To the Toronto Police Services Board: 
 
 
We have performed the procedures agreed with you and enumerated in Appendix 1 to this report with 
respect to the Toronto Police Services Board Special Fund (TPSB Special Fund). 
 
The procedures were performed solely to assist you in evaluating the application and disbursement 
procedures and processes related to the TPSB Special Fund for the year ended December 31, 2017. 
 
As a result of applying the procedures detailed in Appendix 1, we set out our findings in our report 
attached as Appendix 2. 
 
Because the above procedures do not constitute an audit of the account balances or transactional activity 
within the TPSB Special Fund as at and for the year ended December 31, 2017, we express no opinion on 
these account balances as at December 31, 2017 or the transactional activity for the year ended  
December 31, 2017. Had we performed additional procedures or had we performed an audit of the account 
balances and transactional activity of the TPSB Special Fund, other matters might have come to our 
attention that would have been reported to you. 
 
This report has been prepared solely for the use of the Toronto Police Services Board, and should not be 
used by anyone other than this specified party. Any use that a third party makes of this report, or any 
reliance or decisions made based on it, are the responsibility of such third party. We accept no 
responsibility for any loss or damages suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions 
taken based on this report. 
 
 

 
 
 
Chartered Professional Accountants, Licensed Public Accountants 

http://www.pwc.com/ca


 

 

Appendix 1: Specified procedures 
 
Application and disbursement procedures 
 
Haphazardly select 25% of the number of annual disbursements (cheques) from the Toronto Police Services Board 
Special Fund (TPSB Special Fund) general ledger and: 
 
1. Ensure that Board approval has been obtained for the disbursement. 

 
2. Ensure that the cheque amount agrees to the approved amount, and that such amount is recorded in the TPSB 

Special Fund general ledger (book of accounts). 
 

3. Ensure that a Board report which includes an overview of the funding proposal is submitted to the Board for 
approval in accordance with the TPSB Special Fund Policy. 
 

4. Ensure that the cheque is signed by the appropriate signatories in accordance with the TPSB Special Fund 
approval guidelines and policies. 

 
General procedures 
 
5. Haphazardly select ten disbursements from the TPSB Special Fund and ensure that the funding is provided 

prior to the date of the event/activity, as specified in the funding application. 
 

6. Haphazardly select six bank statements and ensure that the account balance does not fall below $150,000 
during the period covered by the statement, as set out in the TPSB Special Fund Policy. 
 

7. Request the Board office to provide a listing of disbursements which were exceptions to the policy, and ensure 
that the Board approved the disbursement despite the exception by reference to the Board minutes. 
 

8. Haphazardly select ten deposits within the bank statements and ensure that they are from authorized revenue 
sources as allowed by the Police Services Act. 

 
  



  

Appendix 2: Findings 
 

1.-4. We haphazardly selected 27 disbursements from the TPSB Special Fund bank statements for testing, itemized 
below, for the year ended December 31, 2017, representing 25% of the total number of annual disbursements for 
the year ended December 31, 2017. 

 
For each disbursement selected, we completed procedures 1 through to 4 and have noted no exceptions. 

 

Disbursements (cheque numbers) 

1212 1219 1221 1223 1228 1233 1236 

1239 1240 1242 1244 1249 1261 1264 

1266 1271 1272 1283 1287 1289 1295 

1296 1297 1300 1303 1310 1314  

 
5. We haphazardly selected ten disbursements, itemized below, from the TPSB Special Fund bank statements and 

ensured that the funding was provided prior to the date of the event/activity, as specified in the funding 
application. 
 
For each disbursement selected, we have noted no exceptions. 

 

Disbursements (cheque numbers) 

1221 1228 1233 1236 1240 

1249 1266 1287 1295 1300 

 
 

6. We haphazardly selected six bank statements of the TPSB Special Fund, itemized below, and ensured that the 
account balance did not fall below $150,000 during the period covered by the statement, as set out in the TPSB 
Special Fund Policy. 
 
We have noted no exceptions as a result of completing this procedure. 

 

Monthly bank statements 

February 2017 April 2017 June 2017 

August 2017 October 2017 December 2017 

 
7. Based on enquiry of Sheri Chapman (Executive Assistant to the Chair, Toronto Police Services Board) & Joanne 

Campbell (Executive Director, Toronto Police Services Board), there were six exceptions to the policy, itemized 
below, during the year ended December 31, 2017. We have reviewed the minutes of the Board meeting outlining 
the exception and noting approval of the disbursement despite the exception.  
The following are exceptions as they do not fall into one of the six approved categories according to the Toronto 
Police Services Board Special Fund policy: 
 

Exceptions to the Policy 

Description Board minutes reviewed 

Funding for 2017 Pearls in Policing Conference 
during June 2017 

BM - May 23, 2017 

Ontario Association of Police Boards 
Conference Sponsorship 

BM - June 15, 2017 



  

Canadian Association of Police Governance 
costs to support to the CAPG 2017 Annual 
Conference 

BM – June 15, 2017 

Funding for The Gatehouse:  Healing the Voice 
Within Art Exhibit – 2nd Annual Art Exhibit 

BM – August 24, 2017 

Retention of an Organization Change 
Management Consultant 

BM – August 24, 2017 

One-time funding to support the Beyond the 
Blue – Toronto Chapter 

BM – September 21, 2017 

 
8. We haphazardly selected ten deposits to the TPSB Special Fund, itemized below, and ensured that they were 

from authorized revenue sources as allowed by the Police Services Act.  
 
We have no exceptions to report as a result of completing this procedure. 
 

Deposit date Revenue source 

January 30, 2017 Unclaimed Cash 

January 30, 2017 Unclaimed Cash 

January 30, 2017 Unclaimed Cash 

January 30, 2017 Unclaimed Cash 

March 16, 2017 Police Auction Proceeds 

July 27, 2017 Police Auction Proceeds 

September 22, 2017 Police Auction Proceeds 

September 22, 2017 Police Auction Proceeds 

October 10, 2017 Unclaimed Cash 

December 19, 2017 Unclaimed Cash 
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